
※ Insertion direction of the vis into the spacer

Contents of the pack
Wooden head (oil finish),　INOX Spacer Φ10×30mm,　Vis M6×70mm
 
Instructions
1. Drill a pilot hole with a Φ4.5mm drill bit.
2. Assemble the vis with the spacer on the wooden head, as shown in Fig. 1.
3. Hold the wooden head part with your hand as shown in Fig. 1, align the vis in the pilot hole and screw it to the end.
4. When you want to adjust the orientation of the wooden head, remove the spacer, insert the vis in the head and 
  screw it into the wall until it is in the direction you like. Vis can not be rotated in the reverse direction, so turn it slightly and 
  carefully. If the vis it too deep, the wooden head cannot be attached.
5. Make sure that the direction of the wooden part is good, reset the spacer, turn it tightly and the head will not come off.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

1-1.  Mounting of the Wall Hanger　HS-A/B/D/F　CH-CS/CM

【Attention】
Installation of hangers on plaster walls, or on walls without foundation is not recommended as it will not be strong enough.
Still, if you try to fix the hangers onto the plaster walls, please insert the plugs  into the plaster walls. (We do not provide plugs.)
And, these wooden door knobs don't work with keys nor latches.

- Hanger & Knob
Instructions



Contents of the pack
Wooden head (oil finish),　Vis M4×25mm or M6×70mm
 
Instructions
1. Assemble the vis with the wooden head.
2. Hold the wooden head as shown in Fig. 1 and rotate to fix it to the wall.
3. Make sure that the direction of the wooden part is good, and turn it slowly all the way one last time so that the wooden head 
  does not come off the fixation support. 
※ The direction of the wooden head can somewhat be adjusted with screw tightening condition.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

1-2.  Mounting of the Wall Hanger　DK Series， CH-01/02/03/04 
- Hanger & Knob
Instructions



Contents of the pack
Wooden head (oil finish)
Threaded rod M6  (length depending on the thickness of the door)
INOX Spacer Φ17.5×25mm　or　BRASS Spacer Φ17.5×20mm
 
Instructions
1. Determine the mounting position and drill a Φ7mm through hole.
2. Pass the M6 threaded rod through the spacer, and assemble it in the metal fitting hole 
  on the back side of the wooden head.
3. Thread through the door as shown, and rotate the wooden head to fix it to the door. 

2-1.  Mounting of the Door Knob　HS-A/B/D/F　CH-CS/CM
- Hanger & Knob
Instructions



Contents of the pack
Wooden head (oil finish),　Threaded rod M4 or M6  (length depending on the thickness of the door)
 
Instructions
1. Determine the mounting position and drill a Φ5mm or Φ7mm through hole.
2. Thread the rod and assemble it in the metal fitting hole on the back side of the wooden head.
3. Thread through the door as shown, and rotate the wooden head to fix it to the door.

2-2.  Mounting of the Door Knob　CH-01/02/03/04　DK Series
- Hanger & Knob
Instructions



Contents of the pack
Wooden head (oil finish)
Screw M4 for furniture (length depending on the thickness of the door)
 
Instructions
1. Determine the mounting position and drill a Φ5mm through hole.
2. Insert the truss screw and assemble it in the metal fitting hole on the back side of the wooden head.
3. Thread through the furniture board as shown in the Fig. and fix the screwdriver by tightening it.

3-1.  Mounting of the Furniture Knob　CH-01/02/03/04　ML-D　DK Series
- Hanger & Knob
Instructions



Contents of the pack
Handle：1
Screw M5 or M6 (length depending on the thickness of the door)：2
INOX Spacer Φ17.5×25mm　or　BRASS Spacer Φ17.5×20mm：2
 
Instructions
1. After you have decided where to fix the handle, drill two about Φ6 or Φ7mm holes.
2. Fix the handle and the spacers to the door with the screws.
※ For a better finish, hide the screw head with a tiny wooden disc.

3-2.  Mounting of the Furniture Knob　DH-A2　DH-D
- Hanger & Knob
Instructions
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